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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL
HELD AT CAMBRIDGE CITY COUNCIL
ON 4 NOVEMBER 2015

1.

Members Present:

Councillors J Ablewhite, (Chairman) B Shelton (Vice Chairman), M
McGuire, M Shellens, P Reeve, D Oliver, V Campbell, A Sinnott, A
Coles, S Lane, Edward Leigh and Francesca Anderson

Officers Present:

Paulina Ford
Ian Phillips
Alison Stuart

Others Present:

Sir Graham Bright

Peterborough City Council
Peterborough City Council
Peterborough City Council

Cambridgeshire Police and Crime
Commissioner
Brian Ashton
Deputy Cambridgeshire Police and Crime
Commissioner
Dr Dorothy Gregson Chief Executive, Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner
Josie Gowler
Chief Finance Officer, Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Pearson, Councillor Bullen, Councillor
Herbert and Councillor Shaheed. Councillor Campbell was in attendance as substitute for
Councillor Pearson, Councillor Reeve was in attendance as substitute for Councillor Bullen
and Councillor Sinnott was in attendance as substitute for Councillor Herbert.

2.

Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest.

3.

Minutes of the meetings held 16 September 2015
The minutes of the meeting held at 10.00am on 16 September 2015 for the Chief Constable
Confirmation Hearing were agreed as an accurate record.
The minutes of the ordinary meeting held on 16 September 2015 at 2.00pm were agreed as
an accurate record subject to one change. Edward Leigh, Independent Co-opted member of
the Panel had noted an omission of the word ‘and’ and requested that the following
amendment be made with regard to Paragraph 9. Cambridgeshire Police and Crime
Commissioner Annual Report. The last line of the third bullet point stated the following
"satisfaction detection rates" and should be changed to “satisfaction and detection rates".

The Secretariat to correct the minutes accordingly prior to publication.
4.

Public Questions
There were no public questions submitted.

5.

Review of Complaints
The Panel received a report which provided an update on any complaints made against the
Police and Crime Commissioner.
ACTION
The Panel noted that no complaints had been received against the Police and Crime
Commissioner or his Deputy since the last report received.

6.

Rules of Procedure
The report was introduced by the Chairman which provided the Panel with the opportunity to
review the Rules of Procedure as required in paragraph 1.4 of the Rules of Procedure and
consider the suggested changes proposed by the Working Group which were highlighted in
red in the Rules of Procedure document attached at Appendix 1 of the report.
The Chairman thanked the Working Group and Officers for their work in reviewing the Rules
of Procedure and invited Edward Leigh, Independent Co-opted Member of the Panel and
member of the Working Group to provide the Panel with context to the proposed changes.
The Panel were informed that the proposed changes were mainly to provide further clarity to
and enhancement of the public participation section. This included allowing more time for
the public to submit questions following publication of the agenda and the addition of allowing
the submission of statements as well as questions.
The Chairman suggested two further amendments:
1. The wording ‘and Statements’ to be added to the section heading Questions and the
wording ‘and statement’ to be added at paragraph 7.7 after the word ‘question’ and to
follow this format throughout the section where applicable after the word question.
2. That paragraphs 7.5 and 7.6 under the section Questions be combined as one paragraph
to provide further clarity regarding the timeframe for members of the public to submit
questions.
Following discussion the Panel AGREED to adopt the revised Rules of Procedure proposed
by the Working Group with the above additional amendments proposed by the Chairman as
set out in Appendix 1 to the minutes.

7.

Procedure for the Appointment of the Chief Constable of Cambridgeshire Constabulary
The report was introduced by the Police and Crime Commissioner and provided the Panel
with further information regarding the appointment process for the position of Chief
Constable.
Observations and comments raised by the Panel included:


Clarification was sought as to whether the criteria for the position had excluded overseas
applicants from applying.








Had the Commissioner considered inviting Leaders, Deputy Leaders or Chief Executives
of the local authorities to sit on the interview panel to provide local representation.
Was the Commissioner disappointed in the number of applicants that had applied and
what more could have been done to encourage more applications.
What more could have been done to have made the interview panel more representative
of the local communities for which the Chief Constable will be representing.
Members commented that it had not been clear who the stakeholder engagement had
included and therefore if the 7 responses were a good percentage.
Members noted at paragraph 9.3 of the report that it was a national issue that there was
only a small pool of possible candidates for the role of Chief Constable.
Clarification was sought as to who was responsible for the appointment of the Deputy
Chief Constable.

Responses by the Commissioner to questions from the Panel included:








Applicants from overseas could apply but none had been received. Possible applicants
would have self-eliminated if they did not have the necessary qualifications and
experience.
The Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner were responsible for the makeup of the
interview panel however advice was taken from the College of Policing. Views were also
sought from the various Chief Executives and a variety of other people on what should be
considered when appointing a new Chief Constable.
A limited number of people were eligible to apply and it was not unusual for only one
applicant to apply. The College of Policing were asked to distribute the advert twice
directly to senior police chiefs.
The interview questions were pulled together from the views sought prior to interview.
Only 7 responses had been received which had been disappointing. There was an
Independent Member on the interview panel to provide an additional perspective.
The appointment of the Deputy Chief Constable was the responsibility of the Chief
Constable and there were a few possible applicants.

The Chairman stated that the College of Policing had been invited to attend the meeting to
provide further context about the Chief Constable interview process. The College of Policing
had responded that they would not be able to add any further value to what had already been
provided within the report and that there would be a charge for them attending. The
Chairman wished to record his disappointment to this response.
The Panel AGREED to note the report, and
1. to make reference to the report that was submitted to them for the Chief Constable’s
Confirmation Hearing on the 16th September 2015 and the report of the Independent Panel
Member, Carolyn Dhanraj, and
2. to refer to their report ‘Determination of Appointment of Senior Staff following a Confirmation
Hearing’, 18th September 2015, which gave their formal recommendation that the Commissioner
appoint Alec Wood as Chief Constable of Cambridgeshire Constabulary.
8.

Update of Violent Crime
The report was introduced by the Police and Crime Commissioner and provided the Panel
with an update on violent crime. The report highlighted overall crime recording, violent crime,
Cambridgeshire Constabulary’s response and focus, the Commissioner’s response and
future challenges. The Commissioner informed the Panel that it was important to assure the
people of Cambridgeshire that it was a safe place. The Commissioner pointed out to the

Panel that if two people were involved in an affray it had to be recorded as two separate
incidents.

Observations and comments raised by the Panel included:








Members wanted to see a more detailed breakdown of the types of violent crime and
noted that incidents of domestic violence were recorded separately and there were
issues recording repeat incidents.
Members sought assurance as to how adequately domestic violence was being recorded.
Referring to page 62 and the table showing Violence with injury. Members noted that
4032 crimes had been recorded over 12 months. How was the Commissioner holding
the Chief Constable to account and ensuring that action was being taken to reduce this
number.
Members were concerned that the accuracy and reporting of violent crime was not a true
reflection of what was happening on the street. What was being seen in A & E was not
an accurate picture as most people did not go to A & E unless it was an emergency. Was
there a better benchmark that could be used.
Detection rates and successful prosecutions should be shown when crime rates were
being reported as these would be a good indication of how successful the police were at
dealing with crime. The measure of effective policing was having this information and the
Chairman urged the Commissioner to continue to request more detailed data on crime
rates and detailed information on the different types of violent crime.

Responses by the Commissioner to questions from the Panel included:








Violent crime covered a very broad spectrum from poking someone to murder. This
needed to be broken down further and this was being looked into.
The Commissioner agreed that there needed to be better data regarding domestic
violence incidents.
Police officers were trained to identify domestic violence incidents. Domestic violence
was one of the new Chief Constables areas of focus.
It was difficult for the police to prevent crime happening but by catching the criminals it
would act as a deterrent. Cambridgeshire and Peterborough have a diverse and rapidly
growing community and the police were unable to be everywhere and that was why there
was local policing in place to adapt to the local environment. An example of this was in
Peterborough where the police were based in with other services who deal with areas like
homelessness and truancy to try and deal with issues straight away and prevent further
incidents happening.
The Commissioner confirmed that the best route to report a violent crime was to call 999
for an immediate response.
The detection rates were regularly reported through the performance monitoring reports.

Following debate the Panel AGREED to note the report.
9.

Cybercrime
The Police and Crime Commissioner introduced the report which provided the Panel with an
update on the work that was being undertaken to prevent and deal with cybercrime within
Cambridgeshire. The report highlighted the Commissioners response to cybercrime,
Cambridgeshire constabulary’s response to cybercrime, education and training and support

for victims. The Panel were informed that this was a relatively new area of crime and it was
changing the face of crime and crime figures would therefore rise.
Observations and comments raised by the Panel included:




How important was it for people to report bogus telephone callers requesting things like
bank details and how should this be reported?
Were telephone scams classed as
cybercrime.
Could the Commissioner provide details of the type of response that was being provided
to tackle cybercrime locally.
One of the key challenges with cybercrime is case management. If it is reported at a
local level it is essential that feedback is given to encourage the public to continue
reporting cybercrime.

Responses by the Commissioner to questions from the Panel included:





It was important to report all telephone scams and this could be done by phoning 101.
There would also be a new portal which was being introduced specifically to report such
scams. This was currently being tested in Hertfordshire. Telephone scams were also
classed as cybercrime.
If an incident of cybercrime is identified locally the local constabulary would trigger an
investigation. The National Crime Agency (NCA) is responsible for leading the overall
response to cybercrime. The Constabulary worked closely with NCA.
The Commissioner agreed that it was important to feedback to people when they had
reported a cybercrime incident and would ensure that this was done where possible but it
was not always easy to do when it involved a major fraud case.

Following debate the Panel AGREED to note the report.
10.

Budget Strategy
The Police and Crime Commissioner introduced the report which provided the Panel with an
update on the budget strategy. Also in attendance to present the report was the Chief
Finance Officer and Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner.
The Chief Finance Officer advised that the report provided a briefing on the budget strategy
in preparation for the Panel to consider the Precept in February and the Medium Term
Financial Plan in March 2016. Members were advised of the key principles for setting the
budget strategy and key risks. The budget setting process was ongoing and constantly
reviewed with the Constabulary’s Director of Finance and Resources.
The Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner highlighted the following:









Front line policing numbers had remained almost the same since 2009.
The number of constables had slightly increased.
Underspend against the budget had been managed each year.
There was a Budget Assistance Reserve of £9.8m in cash.
Projected underspend for this year was £1.5m.
Total level of long term borrowing was reducing each year.
2016/2017 would be a peak year for pressures.
Work was being done with Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire to look at back office
functions which would produce approximately £20m savings each year. An estimated
£7.4m would be Cambridgeshire’s share of the savings.



It is estimated that there would not be a reduction in front line policing over the next
year.

Observations and comments raised by the Panel included:













Members welcomed the early discussion on the budget.
Members noted the mention of the new formula funding and that there could be extra
funding available. Would Cambridgeshire gain from this?
Were the budget predictions based on the effects of what might happen to other police
forces.
Members commented that there could be a possible reduction of grant funding from
central government of between 25% to 40%. What effect would a 25% reduction in the
government grant have on the budget predictions.
Members referred to page 70 of the report. It had been noted that rural areas of
Cambridgeshire rarely saw any police. Were PCSO’s filling the gap and could more
resources be redeployed to rural areas. The Commissioner responded that this was an
operational question but advised that PCSO’s had been given more powers and PCSO’s
were used countywide and deployed where activities were taking place. Significant gains
in the productivity of police officers and PCSOs on the front-line have been achieved and
every effort will be used to maintain this increase in effective capacity. In addition to this
there was a programme to recruit more Specials within the rural villages but this would
take time to recruit and train the right people.
Clarification was sought regarding the £19.3m saving. Was the savings against the
current budget or next year’s budget.
Clarification was sought regarding the statement within the report “The guiding principle
in setting the precept is to achieve value for money policing whilst not increasing the
burden on the taxpayer”.
The report mentions the Constabulary’s operational policing strategy. Would the Panel be
able to see the Chief Constables operational policing strategy?
Members commented that at a recent presentation by the new Chief Constable he had
stated that with the reduction in government funding there was likely to be a reduction in
frontline policing in future years. The Commissioner responded that the Chief Constable
had been reflecting on what might happen in other areas but that Cambridgeshire was
committed to not reducing frontline policing.
A member commented that some people might consider a 2% increase in the precept if
this were to ensure that frontline policing would not be reduced.

The Chairman stated that the Panel was there to provide challenge and support to the
Commissioner and if it was possible to see more information on the budget at an earlier
stage it would be most welcome. The Commissioner responded that more information than
had been provided previously had already been presented to the Panel in advance.
Responses by the Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner and Chief Finance Officer to
questions from the Panel included:



There had been indications from the Home Office that there might be a small potential of
extra funding for Cambridgeshire. However no presumptions had been included in the
budget predictions with regard to this.
The Deputy Commissioner advised that his understanding was that the 25% reduction in
government funding would affect government departments. A total of £73.3m was
received in Cambridgeshire last year and within the local precept there was an increase
in band E properties which had been a welcome increase to assist in bridging the gap. It
was difficult to predict what or if there would be a reduction in grant funding this year.






The £19.3m savings was against next year’s budget 2016/2017 onwards and based on
this year’s baseline figure of £129.1m.
The statement regarding not increasing the burden on the taxpayer meant that the
council tax precept would be set at a rate that did not increase the burden on individual
households.
The operational policing strategy was led by the Police and Crime Plan.
There was currently no pressure to reduce frontline policing.

The Panel AGREED to note the report.
11.

Decisions By the Commissioner
The Panel received a report to enable it to review or scrutinise decisions taken by the Police
and Crime Commissioner under Section 28 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility
Act 2011. The Panel was recommended to indicate whether it would wish to further review
and scrutinise the decisions taken by the Police and Crime Commissioner taken since the
previous Panel meeting.
Observations and comments raised by the Panel on the following decisions included:
CPCC 2015-031- Bottisham Police Station Site and CPCC 2015-032 – Papworth Police
Station Site




Members were concerned that the Papworth site would go to auction without outline
planning permission. The Deputy Commissioner responded that they had thought that
outline planning permission was being sought and this was the preferred route.
Clarification would be sought to see what was happening.
Why were two valuable assets being disposed of by taking them to auction. It would be
better to place them on the open market to gain as much money as possible. The
Deputy Commissioner responded that both sites would probably go forward as
development sites and therefore there would be a number of ways that people may take
advantage of the outline planning permission. The auction contained parcels of land
which had been widely published and the evidence suggested that this was the best
approach. The parcels of land have a reserved value.

CPCC 2015-034 – Variation to the Police and Crime Plan (Objectives 3 and 4) 2013-16


Clarification was sought as to what this decision was for. Members were informed that it
was to formally adopt the changes after receiving comments and confirmation of approval
from the Panel.

CPCC 2015-029 – S22A Agreement under the Police Act 1996 (as amended to be a
member of the Midlands and South Fleet Buying Group.


Clarification was sought as to whether the schedule of 135 minimum committed vehicle
requirements applied to the Group or was for Cambridgeshire Constabulary. Members
were advised that it was for Cambridgeshire Constabulary.

CPCC 2015-033 – Funding for tuServ and Metis Developments


Clarification was sought regarding paragraph 4.2 page 87 of the report and the statement
“It is proposed that the additional £599k of Metis expenditure will be financed by the
additional receipts from vehicle sales and the increased vehicle usage charges to

collaborated units”.
Members were informed that there was a cross charging
arrangement between constabularies to ensure an equitable arrangement.
The Chairman thanked the Commissioner for including a forward plan of decisions to be
made in the future within the report as requested at the previous meeting by the Panel. The
Chairman also requested that it would be helpful if target dates for each decision could also
be included going forward.
ACTION
The Panel AGREED to note the report and decisions that had been made by the
Commissioner and requested that the Commissioner provide target dates against future
decisions where possible in future reports.
12.

Meeting Dates and Agenda Plan 2015-2016
The Panel received and noted the agenda plan including dates and times for future
meetings.
The Chairman asked the Panel if any additional items should be added to the work
programme. The following suggestions were made and agreed to.






A report on the Modern Slavery Act – explanation of the act and how this was being
implemented locally
A report from the Commissioner on Surveillance & ANPR - What has the Police and
Crime Commissioner done on ensuring safeguards are in place in relation to the
force's use of surveillance technology, including Automatic Number Plate Recognition
ANPR, and on the collection of data from electronic devices during searches and
when individuals are brought into custody. Has the Police and Crime Commissioner
set a clear strategy and policy in this area and is assured himself, and can assure the
public, that the force's activities are lawful and proportionate.
Review of cost effectiveness of the offices of the Police and Crime Commissioner
Child Sexual Exploitation

Members suggested that as the agendas were already full for the next two meetings of the
Panel then the items proposed should be scheduled into the work programme for the next
municipal year.
Following discussion the Panel AGREED to the proposed items being scheduled in to the
work programme for the next municipal year.
ACTIONS
DATE OF
MEETING
4 November
2015

ITEM

ACTION

Decisions By the
Commissioner

The Panel AGREED to note the report and
decisions that had been made by the
Commissioner and requested that the
Commissioner provide target dates against
future decisions where possible in future
reports.

UPDATE

DATE OF
MEETING

ITEM

ACTION

Meeting Dates and
Agenda Plan 20152016

The following items for scrutiny to be
programmed into the work programme
during 2016/2017.





A report on the Modern Slavery Act
A report from the Commissioner on
Surveillance & ANPR
Review of cost effectiveness of the
offices of the Police and Crime
Commissioner
Child Sexual Exploitation

Appendix 1 – Rules of Procedure
The meeting began at 2.00pm and ended at 4.20pm
CHAIRMAN
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Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel
Rules of Procedure
1.0

General

1.1

In this document:
 the “Panel” is the Police and Crime Panel for the Cambridgeshire
Police Force;
 the “Secretariat” is the financial, administrative, scrutiny and other
officer support to the Panel;
 the “Host Authority” is the council which is host to the Secretariat at
the relevant time;
 the “PCC” is the Police and Crime Commissioner
 the “Act” is the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011;
 the “Panel Arrangements Document” is the document which sets
out the agreement of all 7 Authorities on the overarching
framework for how the Panel will operate;
 the “Rules” are the rules as set out in this Rules of Procedure
Document.

1.2

These Rules of Procedure (“the Rules”) are made by the Panel pursuant
to Schedule 6, paragraph 25, of the Police Reform and Social
Responsibility Act 2011 (the ‘Act’).

1.3

The Police and Crime Panel (‘the Panel’) will be conducted in
accordance with the Rules. The Rules should be read and considered in
conjunction with the Panel Arrangements.

1.4

The Rules shall be reviewed annually at the Panel’s Annual Meeting. In
the first year of operation amendments may be made mid-year to take
into account a Memorandum of Understanding between the Panel and
the newly elected Police and Crime Commissioner; and at any time may
be updated should regulations require.

1.5

The Rules shall not be amended unless written notification of the
amendment/s required are received by the Panel Secretariat not less
than fifteen working days prior to the Panel meeting. No amendment
may be considered by the Panel which does not comply with the Act,
relevant Regulations or statutory guidance.

1.6

If there is any conflict in interpretation between these Rules and the
Act or Regulations made under the Act, the Act and Regulations will
prevail. The Monitoring Officer of the Host Authority will have the final
ruling as to the interpretation of legal matters.

1.7

Where the Rules do not explicitly address an issue the Standing Orders
from the Host Authority will apply.

1.8

All Panel members will be subject to a Member Code of Conduct which
for elected members will be those of their own Council; co-opted
members will be subject to the Code of Conduct of the Host Authority
provided that the Panel may agree to adopt such additional protocols as
it thinks fit.

2.0

Election of Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson

2.1

The Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson of the Panel shall be elected
from amongst the members of the Panel. The election will take place
annually at the Annual Meeting of the Panel, which will normally be
held in June of each year.

2.2

Save for the requirement for re-election; there is no maximum term
length for the Chairperson or Vice-Chairperson positions.

2.3

The positions will be elected by those members present at the Annual
Meeting by a simple majority vote.

2.4

The Vice-Chairperson will preside in the absence of the Chairperson
and, if neither is present, the Panel will appoint a Chairperson from
among the remaining members for the purposes of that meeting.

3.0

Resignation and removal of the Chairperson and ViceChairperson

3.1

The Chairperson and/or Vice Chairperson may be removed by a vote of
no confidence by a simple majority vote at a formal meeting of the
Panel.

3.2

In the event of the resignation or removal of the Chairperson or ViceChairperson an election for the position will be held at the next meeting
of the Panel.

4.0

Panel Meetings

4.1

The Panel will hold at least four Ordinary Meetings per year to carry out
its functions.

4.2

The date, time and venue of each Ordinary Meeting shall be determined
and published on the Panel’s website at least 10 working days in
advance, unless the Chairperson or, in his/her absence, the Vice-

Chairperson agrees that there are special reasons for an urgent
meeting in which case the notice period may be shorter. Ordinary
Meetings will not be held in April or May. The calendar of meetings will
normally be agreed by the Panel at its Annual Meeting.
4.3

Extraordinary Meetings may also be called by the Chairperson or by
any four members of the Panel or by the Monitoring Officer of the Host
Authority.

4.4

The date, time and venue of an Extraordinary Meeting must be
published on the Panel’s website, and all Panel members notified at
least ten working days before an Extraordinary Meeting, unless the
Chairperson or, in his/her absence, the Vice-Chairperson agrees that
there are special reasons for an urgent meeting in which case the
notice period may be shorter.

4.5

Any request for an Extraordinary Meeting of the Panel must specify the
particular item of business for which the Extraordinary Meeting is to be
called.

4.6

The Panel will determine the location and timing of its meetings,
bearing in mind the principle that meetings should be rotated across
the Cambridgeshire area.

4.7

Ordinary Meetings will take place in accordance with a work
programme agreed by the Panel, and will start at the time decided by
the Panel. The maximum length of a meeting shall normally be three
hours, however meetings would normally be expected to last no longer
than two hours.

4.8

The agenda to be followed at Ordinary Meetings will be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

to receive apologies for absence;
to receive any declarations of interest from members;
to approve the minutes of the last meeting;
to receive the minutes of Sub-Committees and Task Groups and any
reports submitted to the Panel by those Sub-Committees and Task
Groups; and
5. to receive any questions, statements or petitions from
members of the public in accordance with paragraph 7;
6. to consider written and verbal reports from officers and Panel
members; and
7. to consider items requested by members in accordance with
paragraph 4.12.
4.9

The only business to be conducted at an Extraordinary Meeting of the
Panel will be:
a) to choose a person to preside if the Chairperson and ViceChairperson are absent or otherwise unable to preside:

b) to consider the matter specified in the request to call an
Extraordinary
Meeting;
c) to receive any questions, statements or petitions from members
of the public in accordance with paragraph 7 which must relate to
the matter of business specified in the request to call the
Extraordinary Meeting;
d) no other business may be conducted at the meeting unless the
Panel otherwise resolve.
4.10 The Panel Agenda, and accompanying papers, will normally be issued
to Panel members at least 5 working days before the meeting. It will
also be published on the Panel’s website and by sending copies to each
Panel member, and publicised by any other means the Panel considers
appropriate. Papers will normally be sent by email.
4.11 The Secretariat will endeavour to co-ordinate the circulation of papers
as early as possible to enable members to have as much time as
possible to consider the issues before the meeting.
The scheduling of ad-hoc agenda items
4.12 Any member of the Panel shall be entitled to give notice to the
Secretariat that he or she wishes an item relevant to the functions of
the Panel to be included on the agenda following the existing scheduled
items of business. Items will normally be considered at the next
Ordinary Meeting of the Panel, providing that the following conditions
apply:
a)

At least 15 working days written notice is given to the Secretariat
(The Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) is required to be
given 10 working days notice therefore this timing allows for
discussions prior to this).

b)

The item must be relevant to the remit of the Panel, as set out in
the Panel Arrangements Document.

c)

The item must not have been already considered within the last
six months by the Panel.

4.13 In the event of a dispute on whether the conditions listed above apply,
the Monitoring Officer of the Host Authority will advise the Chairperson
and Panel. The Chairperson’s decision shall be final.
4.14 Where the conditions above apply and the agenda item is discussed,
the Panel may consider at this point whether any further action is
needed in terms of further agenda time; investigation outside of the
meeting; or a written response or information from the PCC.

5.0

Quorum

5.1

A meeting of the Panel cannot take place unless at least one third of
the membership of the Panel is present.

6.0

Voting

6.1

Unless agreed by consensus, a decision is taken by a majority of those
present and voting.

6.2

Voting is generally by a show of hands unless a named vote is called
for by a member of the Panel.

6.3

If a Panel member arrives at the meeting before the casting of votes on
any item has been commenced he/she is entitled to vote on that item.

6.4

Immediately after a vote is taken any Panel member may ask for it to
be recorded in the minutes that he/she voted for or against the
question, or that he/she abstained.

6.5

The Chairperson of the Panel, or other person presiding, shall have a
second and/or casting vote where votes for and against a proposal are
equal. There shall be no restriction on the manner in which the casting
vote is exercised.

7.0

Public Participation

7.1

Members of the public may attend all public meetings subject only to the
exceptions in the Access to Information Standing Orders attached at Annex A.

7.2

The Police and Crime Panel may also invite other people to address it, discuss
issues of local concern and/or answer questions. It may, for example, wish to hear
from residents, stakeholders, councillors who are not members of the panel and
officers in other parts of the public sector and may invite such people to attend.

7.3

Part of the order of business at public meetings shall be designated for community
involvement. The time allowed for this section of the meeting shall be up to 30
minutes. During this part of the meeting there shall be provision for:



7.4

Questions and statements from the public; and
The receipt of petitions.

At an Ordinary meeting, questions and statements need not relate to
an item on the agenda. At an Extraordinary Meeting only questions
and statements that relate to the principle agenda item shall be
admitted as stated in standing order 4.9

Questions and Statements
7.5

A member of the public (Questioner) wishing to ask a question or make a
statement at a public meeting of the Panel must submit his/her question or
statement in writing, by facsimile transmission or by electronic mail to the
Secretariat in advance of the meeting. To guarantee acceptance (subject to
paragraphs 7.9 and 7.10), the Questioner’s submission must be received by the
Secretariat not later than 12 noon, on the third working day following the
publication of the meeting agenda. Submissions received after the deadline may
be accepted at the discretion of the Chairperson.

7.6

Each question or statement must give the name and address of the Questioner.
All questions and statements to be addressed to the Chairperson.

7.7

The Secretariat shall circulate copies of all questions and statements to Panel
members in advance of the meeting.

7.8

Questions and statements from the Public shall be taken at the
beginning of the meeting. The Chairperson shall determine the order in
which questions or statements are put to the Panel.

7.9

If the Chairperson decides that a matter is urgent he or she can allow a question
or statement without having received notice, as at paragraph 7.5, provided a copy
of the question or statement is delivered to the Secretariat not later than 10am on
the day of the meeting. In such circumstances, the Chairperson shall have
discretion as to the order in which it is presented to the meeting.

7.10

No person may submit more than two questions or statements to a Panel meeting
and no more than two such questions or statements may be asked on behalf of
one organisation.

7.11

If the Secretariat considers that a question or statement is:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

not about a matter for which the Panel has a responsibility;
not a matter for the Commissioner;
illegal, improper, irregular, frivolous or offensive;
substantially the same as a question or statement which has been put at a
meeting of the Panel in the previous six months; or
requires the disclosure of confidential or exempt information;

The Secretariat shall inform the Chairperson who will then decide whether or not
to accept the question or statement to be put. If the Chairperson decides not to
accept a question or statement his or her reasons will be recorded in the minutes
of the meeting and will not be open to debate.
7.12

The Secretariat may edit any question or statement provided the person asking
the question or statement is consulted about any alteration.

7.13

The Secretariat will enter each question or statement received in a book open to
public inspection and will within two working days send a copy to the Panel or the
nominated respondent. In addition, a copy of all questions, statements and

responses will be published on the Panel’s website and added as an annex to the
meeting’s minutes.
7.14

Two minutes are allowed to the Questioner to read or explain each submitted
question or statement.

7.15

If a questioner who has submitted a written question or statement is unable to be
present at a Panel meeting, the Panel shall provide a written response. Where
possible, the written response will be available for public inspection at the
meeting. However, where this is not possible, a written response will be sent to
the questioner within ten days of the meeting.

7.16

A questioner who has put a question or made a statement in person may also put
one supplementary question without notice to the member who has replied to his
or her original question or statement. A supplementary question must arise
directly out of the original question, statement or the reply and be directed to
clarifying the reply. The Chairperson may reject a supplementary question on any
of the grounds in paragraph 7.11 above. One minute is allowed for putting a
supplementary question.

7.17

An answer can take any of the following forms:
(a)
(b)
(c)

7.18
7.19

a direct oral answer;
a reference to a publicly available document if it answers the question;
if it would not be practicable or appropriate to answer a question orally the
member will supply a written answer to the questioner within 10 days.

The person asked the question may refuse to answer but must give his or her
reasons for doing so.
Any questions not fully answered at the end of the allotted period will be answered
in writing within ten days and published on the Panel’s website.
Petitions

7.20

Members and residents can present petitions.

7.21

Every petition must be polite and must be relevant to the responsibilities of Panel.

7.22

The petitioner must say what the petition is about without commenting;

7.23

Petitions must contain at least 3 signatures. To present a petition, the Secretariat
must receive written notice and the wording of the petition no later than 4 pm on
the day before the meeting. No more than two people must present the petition
and say what it is about, without commenting. It will be referred to the Secretariat
for consideration.

7.24

There will be no debate about a petition when it is presented.

7.25

A report to the Panel about the action taken on the petition will be made no later
than the second Ordinary Meeting of the Panel following the meeting when the
petition was presented.

General Participation
7.26

Any further involvement from the public at the meetings of the Panel will be at the
discretion of the Chairperson, including involvement in any debate and the asking
of questions or making statements, without prior notice, during the debate on
items on the agenda.

7.27

Members of the public are entitled to record the meetings of the Panel using audio
and visual recording equipment. If the Chairperson feels that the recording is
obstructing, disturbing or disrupting the proceedings of the meeting, the recording
must cease.

8.0

Work Programme

8.1

The Panel will be responsible for setting its work programme. In doing
so it shall have regard to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

the requirement to undertake the functions and responsibilities of
the Panel as set out in the Act including consideration of the
necessary timings to meet its legal responsibilities;
the priorities defined by the PCC;
the views of the public on Police and Crime matters;
the views of key partners, including Probation, Health,
Community Safety Partnerships; and relevant county, district
council or town or parish councils
the views of its members and advisers; and
the resources available to support the delivery of the work
programme.

Suggestions from Members of the Public for items of Scrutiny by
the Panel
8.2

Members of the public may submit suggestions for items of scrutiny to
the Panel in writing by letter, facsimile transmission or by electronic
mail to the Secretariat not later than 12 noon, five working days
before the day of the Panel meeting (not including the day of
the meeting itself). Each suggestion must give the name and
address of the person submitting the suggestion. The suggested item
for scrutiny will be considered at the next meeting of the Panel under
the item on the Agenda called “Meeting Dates and Agenda Plan”.

9.0

Sub-Committees

9.1

The Panel may set up Sub-Committees to undertake specified functions
of the Panel. The role of Sub-Committees is to carry out delegated
Panel functions, excluding those functions that are not able to be
delegated under the Act. Sub-Committees may formally take decisions
as delegated to them by the Panel.

9.2

The work to be undertaken by a Sub-Committee will be agreed by the
Panel. In commissioning the work the Panel will agree as part of the
scoping document the following:
a) terms of reference and delegations;
b) purpose/objectives;
c) resources;
d) timescales for completing the work and reporting back;
e) membership

9.3

The Panel shall appoint Sub-Committees. The Chairperson of the Panel
may make a recommendation to the Panel on membership.

9.4

The maximum size of a Sub-Committee shall be seven members. The
minimum size is three members. Size shall be determined on a caseby-case basis at the point that the review is commissioned.

9.5

The membership of Sub-Committees shall be confined to members of
the Panel.

9.6

In determining the membership of a Sub-Committee the Panel shall
give, so far as practicable, consideration to the duties in the Act to
consider political balance; geographical balance; and the skills and
expertise of members.

9.7

Sub-Committee meetings shall be minuted. The minutes shall be
published on the Panel’s website and presented at the next meeting of
the Panel.

10.0 Task Groups
10.1 The role of Task Groups is to undertake time-limited investigations into
particular issues, such as a scrutiny topic review. They are informal
working groups, and as such have no decision-making power. Task
Groups will report back upon the completion of their work with a report
and recommendations to the Panel.
10.2 The work to be undertaken by a Task Group will be agreed by the
Panel. In commissioning the work the Panel will agree as part of the
scoping document the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

terms of reference;
purpose/objectives;
approach to gathering evidence;
resources to support the review;
timescales for completing the work and reporting back; and
membership.

10.3 The Panel will appoint Task Groups. The Chairperson of the Panel may
make a recommendation to the Panel on the membership.

10.4 The maximum size of a Task Group shall be agreed by the Panel at the
point that the review is commissioned. The minimum size is three
members.
10.5 The Panel shall appoint a Chairperson of the Task Group from within
the membership of the Panel. The Chairperson of the Panel may make
a recommendation on whom to appoint.
10.6 The composition of a Task Group will be determined by the role it is to
perform. Whilst issues of political and geographical balance may be
taken into account, to help the effectiveness of the group consideration
may also be given to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

skills and expertise
availability of members to undertake the work
interest and commitment
Local knowledge

10.7 The Panel may choose to co-opt non-Panel members onto a Task Group
if it is considered that they possess skills, expertise, or a perspective
which will assist the Group in its work. Co-opted members on a Task
Group are non-voting members of the Group.
10.8 The following eligibility rules will apply to non-voting co-opted members
of Task Groups:
a)
b)

must live and/or work in the Cambridgeshire Police Force area;
and
must be able to provide expertise/layperson’s perspective to
assist the group in carrying out its scrutiny function.

11.0 Panel Reports and Recommendations—General
11.1 Where the Panel makes a report to the PCC, the PCC will publish the
report or recommendations on its website, except where the
information is exempt or confidential as defined in the Local
Government Act 1972 (as amended).
11.2 The Panel may require the PCC within 20 working days (or within such
other period as is indicated in these Rules) of the date on which s/he
receives the Panel’s report or recommendations to:
a) consider the report or recommendations;
b) respond to the Panel indicating what (if any) action the PCC proposes to take;
c) publish the response from the PCC where the Panel has published
the report or recommendations.
11.3 The Panel will formally make requests to the PCC or issue other
statements by way of reports and recommendations. As the Panel is a

scrutiny body, rather than an executive decision-making committee,
motions or resolutions will not be considered by the Panel.
Procedure for Agreeing Reports and Recommendations
11.4 Recommendations to the PCC from the Panel will be made as an
outcome of a scrutiny review or as a result of an agenda item
discussion.
11.5 As a cross-party scrutiny committee, reports and recommendations to
the PCC should normally be agreed by consensus rather than a formal
vote. Where this is not possible a vote may be taken, under the voting
procedure outlined above. This includes the option of a Panel member
requesting that a named vote is taken at the meeting to ensure that
views are minuted.
Minority Reporting
11.6 In exceptional circumstances, one minority report in relation to a report
prepared by a Task Groups may be prepared and submitted for
consideration with the majority report to the PCC. Where a member or
members wish to submit a minority report the Chairperson of the Panel
and Secretariat should be notified as soon as possible in advance of the
Panel meeting, normally 10 working days’ notice should be given
depending on the timing of the Task Group’s consideration of its
majority report.
11.7 The PCC’s responsibilities and remit relate to the Committee as a
whole, therefore the PCC will respond to the Committee as a whole and
not to individual members of the Panel. This means that for the
purposes of communication to the public, stakeholders and the PCC the
majority report represents the viewpoint of the Panel. The PCC will be
required only to respond to the majority report.
12.0 PCC and others giving account
12.1 The presumption will be that the PCC will be required to attend all
formal Police and Crime Panel meetings (Ordinary and Extraordinary)
to answer questions which may be necessary to assist the Panel in
discharging its functions, unless the Panel decides that this is not
necessary and informs the PCC that he/she will not be required.
12.2 The PCC shall be notified by the Secretariat of the Panel of the Annual
Work Programme of the Panel, including meeting dates.
12.3 In setting the Annual Work Programme the Panel should identify and
consider where possible what papers will be required, and if any
supporting staff from the Secretariat, Police or otherwise are likely to
be needed in addition to the PCC, in order to give as much notice as
possible.

12.4 Where a new agenda item is scheduled for a meeting that is not
included within the work programme and the PCC (and staff/or Chief
Constable) is required to attend, the Secretariat will inform the relevant
persons of the nature of the agenda item and any written information
that is required as soon as possible.
12.5 At least 15 working days’ notice will be given of the new agenda item
to the PCC and any requirement to provide written information (owing
to the access of information requirements this equates to 10 working
days’ notice for the provision of written information).
12.6 In exceptional circumstances, and where there is agreement between
the PCC and Chairperson of the Panel, shorter notice may be required
for either attendance or papers.
12.7 If the Panel requires the PCC to attend before the Panel, the Panel may
also request the Chief Constable to attend on the same occasion to
answer any questions which appear to the Panel to be necessary in
order for it to carry out its functions.
12.8 In undertaking its functions, the Panel may invite persons other than
those referred to above to attend Panel meetings, to address the
meeting, discuss issues of local concern and/or answer questions. This
may, for example and not exclusively, include residents, stakeholders,
Council members who are not members of the Panel and officers from
other parts of the public sector.
12.9 The Secretariat shall publish on the Panel’s website any written
responses from the PCC to matters raised at meetings of the Panel.
13.0 Special Functions
13.1 The Special Functions of the Panel, as set out in the Panel
Arrangements, are those functions which are conferred on the Panel in
relation to:
a) the review of the Police and Crime Plan as required by Section
28(3) of the Act;
b) the review of the Annual Report as required by Section 28 (4) of the
Act;
c) the review of senior appointments in accordance with Paragraphs 10
and 11 of Schedule 1 of the Act;
d) the review and potential veto of the proposed precept in accordance
with Schedule 5 of the Act;
e) the review and potential veto of appointment of the Chief Constable
in accordance with Part 1 the Act.

14.0 Police and Crime Plan
14.1 The Panel is a statutory consultee on the development of the PCC’s
Police and Crime Plan and will receive a copy of the draft Police and
Crime Plan, or a draft of any variation to it, from the PCC.
14.2 The Panel will:
a) hold a meeting to review the draft Police and Crime Plan (or a
variation to it); and
b) report or make recommendations on the draft Plan which the PCC
must take into account.
15.0

Annual Report

15.1 The PCC must publish an Annual Report about the exercise of his/her
functions in the financial year and progress in meeting police and crime
objectives in the year. The report must be sent to the Panel for
consideration.
15.2 The Panel must comment upon the Annual Report of the PCC, and for
that purpose must:
a) arrange for a meeting of the Panel to be held as soon as practicable after the
Panel receives the Annual Report;
b) require the PCC to attend the meeting to present the Annual Report and
answer such questions about the Annual Report as the Panel think
appropriate;
c) make a report and/or recommendations on the Annual Report to the
PCC.
16.0 Proposed precept
16.1 The Panel will receive notification from the PCC of the precept that s/he
are proposing to issue for the coming financial year. The Panel will
arrange for a meeting of the Panel to be held as soon as practicable
after the Panel receives the proposed precept and make a report
including recommendations.
16.2 Having considered the precept, the Panel will either:
a) support the precept without qualification or comment; or
b) support the precept and make recommendations; or
c) veto the proposed precept (by the required majority of at least two
thirds of the persons who are members of the Panel at the time
when the decision is made).
16.3 If the Panel vetoes the proposed precept, the report to the PCC must
include a statement that the panel has vetoed the proposed precept
and give reasons for that decision. The Panel will require a response

from the PCC within seven days to the report and any such
recommendations.
17.0

Senior Appointments

17.1 The Panel must review the proposed appointment by the PCC of the
Chief Constable, Chief Executive, Chief Finance Officer and Deputy
Police and Crime PCC.
17.2 The Panel will receive notification of the proposed appointment from
the PCC, which will include:
a)
b)
c)
d)

the name of the candidate;
the criteria used to assess suitability of the candidate;
why the candidate satisfies the criteria; and
the terms and conditions proposed for the appointment.

17.3 The Panel must hold a confirmation hearing for all proposed senior
appointments as outlined in 17.1 within 15 working days of receipt of
notification by the PCC. It must also report to the PCC at the same time
with its recommendations. The 15 working days will not include the
relevant post-election period. The relevant post-election period means
the period that:
a) Begins with the day of the poll at an ordinary election of a police
and crime commissioner under section 50 of the Police Reform and
Social Responsibility Act 2011, and
b) Ends with the day on which the person elected as Police and Crime
Commissioner delivers a declaration of acceptance of office under
section 70 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011.
17.4 The confirmation hearings will be held in public and the candidates will
be questioned in relation to their appointment. Candidates must
attend, either in person or by video link. After questioning the
candidate, the Panel in accordance with schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act 1972, will go into private session in order to determine
its recommendations regarding the candidate’s appointment.
17.5 Following the hearing, the Panel will make a report of its
recommendations to the PCC on the proposed appointment. The PCC
must respond in writing within 20 working days of receipt of the Panel’s
report confirming whether the recommendation has been accepted or
not.
17.6 In relation to the proposed appointment of the Chief Constable, the
Panel is required to make recommendations to the PCC and has the
power to veto the appointment. Following the hearing, the Panel will be
asked to:
a) support the appointment without qualification or comment;

b) support the appointment with associated recommendations, or
c) veto the appointment of the Chief Constable (a two thirds majority is
required of those members present at the time when the decision is
made.) (This may be subject to change following Home Office
Regulations)
17.7 If the Panel vetoes an appointment, it must set out its reasons for
doing so in a report to the PCC and the PCC must not then appoint that
candidate as Chief Constable.
18.0 Suspension of the Police and Crime Commissioner
18.1 The Panel may suspend the PCC if it appears to the Panel that:
a) the PCC is charged in the United Kingdom, the Channel Islands or
the Isle of Man with an offence; and
b) the offence is one which carries a maximum term of imprisonment
exceeding two years.
18.2 This decision will be taken at a formal Panel meeting via a majority
vote.
18.3 The suspension of the PCC ceases to have effect upon the occurrence
of the earliest of these events:
a) the charge being dropped;
b) the PCC being acquitted of the offence;
c) the PCC being convicted of the offence but not being disqualified
under Section 66 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act
2011 by virtue of the conviction; or
d) the termination of the suspension by the Police and Crime Panel.
18.4 In this section references to an offence which carries a maximum term
of imprisonment exceeding two years are references to:
a) an offence which carries such a maximum term in the case of a
person who has attained the age of 18 years, or
b) an offence for which, in the case of such a person, the sentence is
fixed by law as life imprisonment.
19.0 Suspension and Removal of the Chief Constable
19.1 The Panel will receive notification if the PCC suspends the Chief
Constable.
19.2 The PCC must also notify the Panel in writing of his/her proposal to call
upon the Chief Constable to retire or resign together with a copy of the
reasons given to the Chief Constable in relation to that proposal.

19.3 The PCC must provide the Panel with a copy of any representations
from the Chief Constable about the proposal to call for his/her
resignation or retirement.
19.4 If the PCC is still proposing to call upon the Chief Constable to resign,
she/he must notify the Panel accordingly (the ‘further notification’).
19.5 Within 30 days from the date of receiving the further notification the
Panel must make a recommendation in writing to the PCC as to
whether or not s/he should call for the retirement or resignation.
Before making any recommendation the Panel may consult the Chief
Inspector of Constabulary, and must hold a Scrutiny hearing.
19.6 The Scrutiny hearing which must be held by the Panel is a Panel
meeting in private to which the PCC and Chief Constable are entitled to
attend to make representations in relation to the proposal to call upon
the Chief Constable to retire or resign. Appearance at the Scrutiny
hearing can be by attending in person or video link.
19.7 The PCC may not call upon the Chief Constable to retire or resign until
the end of the scrutiny process which will occur:
(a)

at the end of 30 days from the Panel having received notification
if the Panel has not by then given the PCC a recommendation as
to whether or not she/he should call for the retirement or
resignation; or

(b)

when the PCC notifies the Panel of a decision about whether
she/he accepts the Panel’s recommendations in relation to
resignation or retirement.

19.8 The PCC must consider the Panel’s recommendation and may accept or
reject it, notifying the Panel accordingly.
20.0 Appointment of an Acting Police and Crime Commissioner
20.1 The Panel must meet to appoint a person to be acting PCC within 15
working days if:
a) no person holds the office of PCC;
b) the PCC is incapacitated (i.e. unable to fulfil the functions of PCC)
which is a matter for the Panel to determine; or
c) the PCC is suspended.
20.2 In the event that the Panel has to appoint an Acting PCC it will meet to
determine the process for appointment which will comply with these
Rules of Procedure and any legal requirements.
20.3 The Panel may appoint a person as Acting PCC only if the person is a
member of the PCC’s staff at the time of the appointment.

20.4 In appointing a person as Acting PCC in a case where the PCC is
incapacitated, the Panel must have regard to any representations made
by the PCC in relation to the appointment.
20.5 The appointment of an Acting PCC will cease to have effect upon the
earliest of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)

the election of a person as PCC;
the termination by the Panel, or by the Acting PCC, of the
appointment of the Acting PCC;
where the Acting PCC is appointed because the PCC is
incapacitated, the PCC ceases to be incapacitated; or
where the Acting PCC is appointed because the PCC is suspended, the
PCC ceases to be suspended.

20.6 Where the Acting PCC is appointed because the PCC is incapacitated or
suspended, the Acting PCC’s appointment does not terminate because
a vacancy occurs in the office of PCC.
21.0

Complaints

21.1 Complaints which involve allegations which may amount to a criminal
offence by the PCC or senior office holders are dealt with by the
Independent Police Complaints Commission (the ‘IPCC’).
21.2 The Panel may however be involved in the informal resolution of certain
other complaints against the PCC and Deputy PCC, where they are not
being investigated by the IPCC or cease to be investigated by the IPCC.
21.3 The Panel shall have a complaints procedure for complaint handling
that shall be set out in a protocol.
22.0 Further Guidelines/Protocols
22.1 The Panel may agree further guidelines/protocols to assist it in carrying
out its business so long as these are in accordance with the Rules of
Procedure, Panel Arrangements and legal requirements. Further
guidance and protocols may cover:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Memoranda of Understanding between the PCC and Panel.
Communications Protocols (including media handling).
Public Involvement.
Complaints Procedure.
PCP and Local Scrutiny Committees’ Protocol.

ANNEX A: ACCESS TO INFORMATION STANDING ORDERS
1.0

SCOPE

1.1

These standing orders apply to all formal meetings of the Police and
Crime Panel.

1.2

These rules do not affect any additional rights to information contained
elsewhere in this constitution or granted by law.

2.0 RIGHTS TO ATTEND MEETINGS
2.1

Members of the public may attend all meetings, subject only to the
exceptions in these standing orders.

3.0

NOTICES OF MEETING

3.1

The Secretariat will give at least ten clear days’ notice of any meeting
by posting details of the meeting at the principal offices of the Host
Authority and on the Internet.

4.0

ACCESS TO AGENDA AND REPORTS BEFORE THE MEETING

4.1

The Secretariat will make copies of the agenda and reports open to the
public available for inspection at the designated offices at least five
clear days before the meeting. If an item is added to the agenda later,
the Monitoring Officer of the Host Authority shall make each report
available to the public as soon as the report is completed and sent to
members, and will ensure that it will be open to inspection from the
time the item was added to the supplementary agenda.

5.0

SUPPLY OF COPIES

5.1

The Secretariat will supply hard copies of:
a) any agenda and reports which are open to public inspection;
b) any further statements or particulars necessary to indicate the
nature of the items in the agenda; and
c) if the Monitoring Officer of the Host Authority thinks fit, copies of
any other documents supplied to members in connection with an
item to any person on payment of a charge for postage and any
other costs under the Host Authority’s Charging Policy. Under the
Freedom of Information Act, information would be supplied free
until these costs go over the threshold of £450, when a charge
would be levied.

6.0

ACCESS TO MINUTES ETC AFTER THE MEETING

6.1

The Secretariat will make available hard copies of the following for six
years after a meeting:

a) the minutes of the meeting, or, where appropriate, records of
decisions taken, together with reasons, for all meetings of the Panel,
excluding any part of the minutes of proceedings when the meeting
was not open to the public or which disclose exempt or confidential
information;
b) a summary of any proceedings not open to the public where the
minutes open to inspection would not provide a reasonably fair and
coherent record;
c) the agenda for the meeting; and
d) reports relating to items when the meeting was open to the public.
7.0

BACKGROUND PAPERS

7.1

List of background papers: Reports will include a list (prepared by the
Secretariat) of those documents (called background papers) relating to
the subject matter of the report which in their opinion disclose any
facts or matters on which the report or an important part of the report
is based; and which have been relied on to a material extent in
preparing the report but does not include published works or those
which disclose exempt or confidential information.

7.2

Public inspection of background papers: The Council will make available
for public inspection via its website for six years after the date of the
meeting one copy of each of the documents on the list of background
papers.

7.3

Use of media technology at Panel Meetings: At the discretion of the
Chairperson of the Panel recording of meetings and use of media
technology will be permitted provided that it does not release
information that the Secretariat has identified as being confidential
under the Access to Information Regulations.

7.4

The Secretariat supports the use of networking sites to disseminate
information during their meetings, provided that confidential
information as outlined above is not deliberately or inadvertently
disclosed.

8.0

SUMMARY OF THE PUBLIC’S RIGHTS

8.1

A written summary of the public’s rights to attend meetings and to
inspect and copy documents is available for inspection at the Principal
Offices of the Host Authority.

9.0

EXCLUSION OF ACCESS BY THE PUBLIC TO MEETINGS
Confidential or Exempt information – requirement to exclude
public

9.1

The public must be excluded from an item at a meeting whenever it is
likely to be confidential in view of the nature of the business.

9.2

Meaning of confidential information: Confidential information means
information given to the Panel by a Government Department on terms
which forbid its public disclosure or information which cannot be
publicly disclosed by reason of a Court Order or any enactment.

9.3

The public may be excluded from an item at a meeting whenever it is
likely in view of the nature of the business to be transacted or the
nature of the proceedings, that exempt information would be disclosed.

9.4

Meaning of exempt information: Subject to the test of the Public
Interest set out below, information is exempt information where it falls
within any of the following categories:
1 Information relating to an individual.
2 Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual.
3 Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any
particular person (including the public authority holding the
information), except where the information is required to be
registered under certain prescribed statutes including the Companies
Act 1985 and the Charities Act 1993.“Financial or business affairs”
includes contemplated, as well as past or current activities.
4 Information relating to any consultations or negotiations, or
contemplated consultations or negotiations, in connection with any
labour relations matter arising between the Authority or a Minister of
the Crown and employees of, or office holders under, the Authority.
“Labour relations matter” means any matter which may be the
subject of a trade dispute, or any dispute about any such matter (i.e.
a matter specified in paragraphs (a) to (g) of section 218(1) of the
Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992.)
5 Information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege
could be maintained in legal proceedings.
6 Information which reveals that the Authority proposes:
a) to give under any enactment a notice, under which or by virtue of which
requirements are to be imposed on a person; or
b) to make an order or direction under any enactment.
7 Information relating to any action taken or to be taken in connection
with the prevention, investigation or prosecution of crime.

9.5

Public interest test: Information falling within any of categories 1-7 set
out above, which is not prevented from being exempt because it falls
within category 3, and is required to be registered under the prescribed
enactments is exempt information if, and so long as, in all the

circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the
exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information.
10.0 EXCLUSION OF ACCESS BY THE PUBLIC TO REPORTS
10.1 The Monitoring Officer of the Host Authority may exclude access by the
public to a report which, in his or her opinion, relates to an item during
which, in accordance with this Access to Information Standing Order,
the meeting is likely not to be open to the public; or, as the case may
be, was not open to the public. Such reports will be marked “Not for
publication”, together with the category of information likely to be
disclosed.
11.0 RECORD OF DECISIONS
11.1 After any formal meeting of the Panel, the Secretariat will produce a
record of every decision taken at that meeting as soon as practicable.
The record will include a statement of the reasons for each decision
and, where appropriate, any alternative options considered and
rejected at that meeting. All such decisions will be recorded in the
Panel’s minutes and published accordingly.

